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Arrangement of Derails and Signals at Crossing to Permit
Simultaneous Station Stops

against levers 21 and 16 so that the route on the A. & B.
railway may be cleared for a train to enter its pocket
while the X. & Y. railway train is making a station stop.
The placing of signal and.derail 21 back to normal posi
tion releases the X. & Y. railway derail lever 8,$.0 that
the starting signal 9 may be cleared and the tritir 'moved
over the crossing while the A. & B. railway -tr~in is
standing at the station in the pocket. .. , ..

A pocket derail interlocking arrangement of this tYpe
was in operation for several years at a crossing of two
large railroads entering Chicago and the operation of the

An open forum for the discussion of maintenance
and construction problems encountered in the sig
naling field. Railway Signaling solicits the co
operation of its readers both in submitting and
answering any questions of interest.

To be -answered next month
(1) What is the best procedure for a mam

tainer when renewing primary battery?
(2) What voltage and wattag-e is recommended

for electric lighting semaphore signal lamps, where
primary 0'1' storage batteries are used as fource of
energy'!

(3) What circuits a-re used to control the recur
rent acknowledgment loop feeds on contmuous
train stop or train control installations?

Derail Pockets for Interlocking of
Crossing at Joint Passenger Station

"A t interlocked railroad crossings with a passenger sta
tion inside the home signal limits how are inller derails
nea.r the crossing used to permit trains on one road .to
cross while a train is standing at the station all the other
road? H aware the several signals controlled?"

AJOINT passenger station located at an interlocked
crossing requires an arrangement of derails and

signals which will permit passenger trains on both rail
road to be making the station stop at the same time.
Derails and signals located as shown on the diagram
form the pockets 13 to 8, and 21 to 16 in which trains plant was satisfactory until the passenger trains, -because
may stand to make station stop and at the same time of the increased number of cars, would not clear the
permit trains on either road being moved over crossing outer derails. This caused serious delays as trains on
on other tracks. the opposing road were held outside of the pocket.

The inner pocket derails, 8 and 16, are located about To avoid these delays it became necessary to enlarge
100 ft. from the crossing but the outer derails, 13 and 21, the pocket space or eliminate the outer derails using
must be out sufficient distance to permit a passenger train signals only for controlling the entrance to station
to stand in the pocket. The mechanical locking for this pockets. Derails 13 and 21 were removed and the signal
arrangement is such that levers for the outer as well as ing was arranged so that high speed signals, II or 19,

the inner derails lock against the derail levers of oppos- could be cleared only when the complete route over the
ing road. It is therefore necessary that the movement crossing was lined up or all derails on the opposing road
into the pocket is first on one road and then on the other. were normal. The mechanical locking is now so ar-

The signaling of an X. & Y. railway train into pocket ranged that when high speed signal I I is cleared, the
would be done by clearing derail 13 and signal II or 12 derails on the A. & B. railway and high speed signal 19

but it is not necessary to reverse derail 8 if train is to must be normal, this permits one train at a time to ap
be held in pocket. When train has cleared detector cir- proach station on a high speed signal.
cuit 13T, the derail may be placed normal. Levers 8 There is no mechanical locking between slow speed
'\IId 13 now being normal releases the mechanical locking signals I2 and 20 or between a slow speed signal and the
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derails or high speed signals of the cross road. This
arrangement makes it possible to advance a train on one
road with the slow speed signal when the cro sing is
occupied on the other road. Trains may be entering
the pockets simultaneously, i. e. one on a high speed
signal or a low speed signal and the other on a slow
speed signal.

This arrangement of signaling will eliminate all train
delays caused by short pockets and is a step toward the
general elimination of all main track derails.

Chicago. J. H. MOLLOY,
Office Eugineer. Signal Deparlnienl. Chicago. Rock

Island & Pacific.
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